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In the process of using, do you encounter the following 

problems?

1. Some vehicles can’t be searched?

2. Why is the year of some searched vehicles relatively old?

3. How to export vehicle data information?

4. How to find the relevant vehicles by searching the OE number?

5. How to directly view all the information of one product line?

For above problems, you can continue to view this document to 

help you solve the problem.

If you have any other questions, please feel free to contact us!

+86 021 33870258



Q1. Some vehicles can’t be searched?

A：When using the global catalog, you need to set the vehicle 

country so that you can search for vehicles in different countries.

Setting method: Select "My Account" → "Vehicle and article 

search" to change the country of the vehicle

Special reminder: The vehicle linkage here still shows only the 
vehicle of the country or region you have set, not all vehicle.



Q2. Why is the year of some searched 
vehicles relatively old?

A：There have two reasons:

① The parts brand may have developed new parts for the new 

vehicle; This part is only suitable for old vehicle

② The parts brand has not updated the vehicle linkages timely



Q3. How to export vehicle data information?
A：Parts and vehicles information in the global catalog can be 

exported and printed.

Setting method: 

1. On parts detail page, click the print icon           in the upper 

right corner to download the PDF or print the relevant parts and 

vehicles information.

Click the print icon in 
the upper right corner

Select the information to 
be exported

Click download in the upper 
right corner to download the 
PDF file or print it directly



2. Search by vehicle, and click the print icon           in the “vehicle details”

column to download or print the information of the vehicle.

Click on “Vehicle 
Details”the print 
icon on the right 

side of the column

Click download in 
the upper right 
corner to download 
the PDF file or print 
it directly



Q4. How to find the relevant vehicles by searching 
the OE number?

A：Search the OE number directly in the global catalog to find 
related parts. After selecting the parts, you can view the related 
vehicle and the corresponding OE information.

The catalogue data is submitted by brands, and there is no direct 
correspondence between OE and vehicle. 
If you need the relationship between OE number and vehicle, you can contact 
TecAlliance for customized data services.

Search OE number



Q5. How to directly view all the information 
of one product line?

A：On the homepage of the catalog, you can directly view the 
product line through the following two locations.

The products that can be viewed are divided into "Universal article" (for 
example: antennas, gaskets, etc.), and there is no vehicle link; for "non-universal 
article" (for example: brake discs, filters, etc.), there will be a manufacturer's 
own maintenance vehicle link.

1. Universal article : At the bottom of the homepage, you can 
directly select the product line to view, and you can mark 
the product lines that are frequently viewed, so as to
facilitate each review.

2. Non-universal article：At "Search by brands and product 
groups", click on the product group and directly select the 
product line you want to view.
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